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$1. IXXRODUCTION 
EXAMPLES have been given by the authors and by G. W. Whitehead of H’-spaces (spaces X 
with comultiplication p : X -+ X v X such that j/l u A : X ---* X x X, where j embeds X v X 
in X x X and A is the diagonal map) which are not suspensions. The question naturally 
arises of whether one can lay down a reasonable set of conditions under which an H’-space 
is equivalent to a suspension. This question is answered by Theorem A below, which 
asserts that if X is (q - I)-connected and dim X < 3q - 3 then indeed if X is an H’-space 
it is equivalent to a suspension. Moreover the equivalence is to be understood in the 
following strong sense that there is a homotopy equivalence from a suspension 
space ZP, to X which is a homomorphism with respect to the suspension structure in CP, 
and the given H’-structure in X. Put more crudely, every HI-structure on X is a suspension 
structure. It turns out that if we weaken the hypotheses on X we obtain spaces which 
admit H’-structures but no suspension structures. If we combine Theorem A with a theorem 
of Berstein and Ganea (see Theorem 1 of [9]) we obtain the result that if X is (q - l)-con- 
netted and dim X < 3q - 3 and if X has conilpotency 1 (i.e., if the suspension structure on 
CX is homotopy-commutative) then X is in fact a suspension. 
The question as to whether H’-spaces are suspensions leads naturally to the related 
question for maps: if a map CA + ZEB is a homomorphism (up to homotopy) of the sus- 
pension structures, is it in a suspension class ? Again examples have been given [2] to show 
that the answer is in general negative but we prove in Theorem B below that if dim A < 3q- 2 
and B is (q - 1)-connected then the answer is affirmative. Theorem B is dual to a theorem 
of Sugawara (7.4 of [S]). 
In 92 we prove a slightly more general form of (part of) the homology dissection 
theorem [4, 71 which we need in the proof of Theorem A. In $3 we state and prove some 
basic facts about the ‘flat’ product X, b X, (the fibre of the inclusion X, v X, + X, x X,) 
and the ‘coprojective plane’ of an H’-space [6]. In $4 we prove Theorems A and B. The 
key computational lemma for both these Theorems is Lemma 4.5, and Proposition 4.8 
then specifies the homology homomorphism induced by the natural map from P, the 
coprojective plane of X, to RX. It should be possible to find a simpler proof of this 
proposition. 
t The first-named author was partially supported by ONR contract and partly supported by NSF Grant 
G-15984 during the preparation of this paper. 
The second-named author was partially supported by NSF Grant G-15984 duling the preparation of 
this paper. 
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At this stage we would like to say a word about the proof of Theorem A. A proof of 
the statement dual to Theorem A can be given using Stasheff’s theory of &-spaces. HOW- 
ever there is a second proof of the dual statement which much more closely resembles 
that of Theorem A; in that proof, however, the proposition corresponding exactly to 
Proposition 4.8 is proved very much more easily. It is hoped to publish a short note 
describing the dual situationt. It is also hoped, as a more long term venture, to dualize 
Stasheff’s theory of An-spaces in an effective way. 
The final paragraph of the paper gives a restatement of Theorem B in terms of a very 
general Hopf invariant 0 : II,(A, ZB) --f III,@, CB b CB) which is not, in general, a homo- 
morphism. It then states that, under the given conditions on the spaces A and B an element 
of II,(A, CB) is a suspension class if and only if its Hopf invariant vanishes. 
$2. HOMOLOGY SEClTONS 
In this paragraph we adapt the technique described in [4] to obtain a modification 
(and small generalization) of the theory of homology decompositions. Let K be a connected 
CW-complex and let p: H,(K) + A be an epimorphism of II,(K) onto the free abelian 
group A where n > 2. We prove 
THEOREM (2.1). There exists a CW-complex K,, and a map v: K0 -+ K such that 
(i) K”,-’ = K”-’ and v~K~-~ = 1; 
(ii) v* : H,(K,) r H,(K), i < n - 1; 
(iii) pv*: H,(K,) Z A; 
(iv) H,(K,) = 0, i > n. 
Prooj: The n-th cycle group H,(F) is a direct factor in the n-th chain group 
H,(K”, K”- ‘). Let j : H,(K”) + H,,(K) be the natural map from cycles to homology classes 
andlet o : A+ H,(K”) bearightinversetopj : H,(K”) + A. ThenwAisadirectfactorinH,(K”) 
and we have a direct sum decomposition 
(2.2) H,(K”, K”- ‘) = oA + B + D, 
where H,(K”) = oA + B and, in the exact sequence 
H,(K”,K”-l)~H,_,(K”-l)%f,_,(K”)+O 
a,lD maps D isomorphically onto keri,. Let wi, . . . , w, be a basis for 0‘4 and d,, . . . ,d, a 
basis for D. Consider the diagram 
I77 
n,(K”, K”-l) 2 nII,_l(Kn-l) + x,_ ,(K”) + 0 
1 
hi 
1 
hz 
1 
h3 
H,(K”, I(“- ‘) “,” H,_ ,(K”- ‘) f= H,_ ,(K”) + 0, 
where hi, i = 1,2, 3, is the appropriate Hurewicz homomorphism. Then h, is onto SO we 
may choose elements Fi , . . . . &,a, , . . . . 2, in rc,(K”, K”-l) such that h,(Zi) = Wi, i = 1, . . . . 
Ii; h,(aj) = d,,j = 1, . . . . 1. Attach cells to K”-’ by maps in the classes &(iG,), . . . . a,&), 
--_ 
t A third ‘proof’ of the dual statement is given in [3], Corollary 3.12. However, this proof is lacunary. 
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a,@,), .. . . a,(a,) to produce K,. Indeed we may take maps_/‘, : E”, l? + K”, K”-’ representing 
)t.i,j-;:~“,&+K”,K”-l representing ;lj, and characteristic maps gi : E”, g’” + K, , K”- ‘, 
g; : E”, p + h’, , h”‘-’ for the n-cells of K. such that g,$” =fJ&“, gJ]p =f;]j?. We now 
defmeamapv:K,-+Kby 
riK”-r = 1, 
“gi =fi > 
ug; = j’J. 
We must establish properties (ii) and (iii) for c. We consider the diagram 
O-+H,(K,)~Hn(Ko,K”-l)~Hn_,(K”-‘)~Hn_,(K,)~O 
I I I I 
". I 0. i 1 1 VI I 
0 -+ H”(r) -%,(K”, r-l> 4;1”_ ,(K”_ ‘) :Il,_ ,(K”) -+ 0. 
It is plain from the construction of K. that d,H,,(K, , K”- ‘) is precisely the group generated 
by It, Z,(ij,), . . . . k, d,(d,), that is, d,(oA + 0). But J,(ccjA) = 0 and d,D = ker i, . Thus 
JeH,(K,, K’-l) = ker i,, from which it readily follows that 
v* : N”_ 1(K,) E If”_ ,(K”) (= H,_. 1(K)). 
Moreover H,,(K,, K”-l) is a free abelian group and it has a basis 5, , . .., =W, , 2, , . . . ,a, such 
that v*(Ei) = wi , v,(=dj) = dj. Clearly the kernel of a, is just (sii , . . ., Ek) and, if we identify 
this kernel with H,,(K,), then D* : N,(K,) + I-l,@?) is given by v*(Gi) = wi. Thus if II* is 
~OIY regarded as the homomorphism v * : H,(K,) --f H,(K) induced by u, then 
V*(=Wi) =j,(,i), 
where ~(a,) = wi, so that a,, . . . , a, is a basis for A. But then 
pu*@$) = ai, 
and pv, is an isomorphism pv * : H,(K,) E A. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remarks. The additional feature in this theorem provided by the epimorphism p is 
required in the proof of Theorem A in 94 (cf. (4.12) and the subsequent argument). If we 
take A = 0 then K, provides essentially a homology (n - I)-section of K. It is possible in 
this way to make a homology decomposition of K as in [4], even when K is not l-connected. 
However the essential difference between the non-l-connected case and the l-connected 
case is that, in the latter, one knows that all the successive cofibrations are induced. Thus 
the situation is quite analogous to that of the Postnikov decomposition in this respect. 
53. THE FLAT PRODUCT AND THE COPROJECTIVE PLANE 
Let Xl, X, E 5 the category of based spaces, of the based homotopy type of countable 
C W-complexes, and based maps. Then we may define X1 b X, to be the fibre of the inclusion 
j : X, v X, --) X1 x X,, so that there is a fibration sequence 
(3.1) 
L 
X, bXz-+X’, vii-,:x, xx,. 
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Applying the loop functor R we obtain the fibration sequence 
(3.2) R(Xr b X,) f: R(X, VX,) %(X, x X,). 
To simplify notation we pass now to the category Yh, so that the morphisms of the category 
are now homotopy classes. Let pi : X, x X2 + Xi, li : Xi --, X, v X, be the projections and 
injections and set 
(3.3) x = %,P,) + WzP,) : QG, x x,> -+ Q(x-I ” x2>. 
Then 
(3.4) (Qj)x = 1, 
so that it follows from the exact homotopy sequence that Ri is a monomorphism (in F,,). 
Further since Qj(1 - x(0j)) = 0, there exists 
(3.5) t : Q(X, v X,) + R(X, b X,) 
such that 
(3.6) 1 = (C2i)t + &2j) 
and r is unique since CC is a monomorphism. Plainly 
(3;7) rx = 0, and 
(3.8) s(!&) = 1. 
Now suppose Xi (~7~ - l)-connected, i = 1, 2, and set q = min (ql, qJ. Then X, v Xz 
and X, x X, are (q - 1)-connected and X, b Xz is (ql + q2 - 2)-connected. We may thus 
infer from the facts above 
LEMMA (3.9). Let Xi be (qi - I)-connected, i = 1, 2, and set 4 = min(q,, q2). Then in 
dimensions <q, + q2 + q - 4, we have the direct sum decomposition 
H,(WXl v X2); F) = (W+A(WX~ b X2); F) + z*H,(WX1 x X2); F), 
.for any field of coefficients F. 
Now let p : X + Xl v X be an H’-structure on X. We set 
(3.10) 0 = r&p) : RX + Q(X b X). 
Let g : P -+ !2X be the fibre of 8, 
(3.11) P:nx:n(x b X). 
The space P was described in [6] as the coprojectiue plane associated with the H’-space 
(X, p). Let @ : CP + X be adjoint to g. Then the following proposition appeared in [6]. 
PROPOS!TION (3.12). A map li : ZQ -+ X is a homomorphism if and only if its adjoint 
jhctors through g. In particular ?j is a homomorphism. 
As a consequence of this proposition we have 
COROLLARY (3.13). Let e : Y + RCY be the canonical embedding, Then 
Oe=O: Y+R(CYbZY). 
For F = 1 : CY -+ EY is certainly a homomorphism so e factors through g. 
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$4. THEOREMS A Aiii B 
We consider an H’-space X in the category F. Thus X is a based space of the based 
homotopy type of a C W-complex and Xis furnished with a comultiplication p : X --f X v X 
such that jp N A, where j embeds X v X in X x X and A is the diagonal map. We will 
prove 
THEOREM A. If X is (q - 1)-connected, q 2 1, with locally finitely generated homology, 
and if dim X 6 3q - 3, then (X, p) is equivalent to a suspension structure. 
Now let A, B E 5 and let CA, CB be their suspensions, furnished with the suspension 
comultiplication. We will prove 
THEOREM B. If dim A < 3q - 2 and B is (q - 1)-connected, q 3 1, with locally finiteI!* 
generated homology, then ecery homomorphism CA + CB is in a suspension class. 
We first prove two preliminary lemmas on the homology suspension. 
LEMMA (4.1). Let f: Y -+ !2X be a map with adjoint 3: CY + X. Then the diagram 
Hi_,(Y)~ Hi_,(nx) 
+- I fJ 
H,(C Y) i; H,(X) 
is commutatice, where o is the homology suspension. 
Proof Embed Yin CY by y + (y, 1) and project EX to X by I -+ 1(l). Define 
1: CY + EX byj(y, t)(u) =f(y)(tu). Then the two squares in the diagram 
I 
i’ +nx 
1 7 1 
CY-+EX 
1 7 1 
CY-+ x 
commute. Hence the two squares in the diagram 
Hi_,(Y)I-;Hi_,(RX) 
t 7. t 
H,(CY, Y) -+ H,(EX, QX) 
1. 7. 1 
H,(CY) -+ H,(X) 
commute, and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA (4.2). Let X admit an H’-structure. Then, for a gicen field of coefficients F, the 
Pontryagin algebra H,(RX : F) is freely generated by a set of elements (b,} such that the 
elements {abi} f orm a cector space basis for H,(X : k’). 
Proof. We are asserting that the Bott-Samelson theorem may be applied; and it is 
certainly sufficient to demonstrate that if X is an H’-space then G : Hi_ 1(QX) + H,(X) is 
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onto. But an H’-structure on X determines a map r : X --f ERX such thatpr- 1 wherep 
is the canonical projection ERX +X (see, e.g., p. 234 of [4]). Since o = pJ, it follows 
that G has a right inverse C;‘r, and so is certainly onto. 
We now retain the notation {bi} for the free generators of H,(RX; F) and proceed to 
compute the homomorphism 0, : H,(RX; F) + H,(R(X b X); F). We suppose X (q - l)- 
connected, q > 1, and u’e confine our computations to dimensions <3q - 4. Then, paying 
regard only to the vector space structure, H,(fZ(X v X); F) is freely generated by 
{bi}, {Si}, {bibi}, {~itij}, (biSj}, (6ibj}, where 6, is the COPY of the generator bi in the second 
copy of Xin X v X; and H*(Q(X x X); F) is freely generated by {bi @ l}, {I @ bi}, {bib, 
0 11, {I 0 bibi}, (bi 0 bj). 
LEMMA (4.3). Let [bi, hj] = ~iFj - (-1) dim *[. dim *‘sibi. Then, in dimensions < 3q - 4, 
(W, maps H&(X b X>; F) isomorphically on the subspace of H,(R(X v X); F) spanned 
by the elements [bi , 6J. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, (Qi), maps H,(Q(X b X); F) isomorphically onto the kernel 
of (Qi), . NOW plainly (_Qj),b; = bi @ 1, (C!j),Si = 1 @ bi. Thus (CIj)*(bibj) = bibj @ 1, 
(nj)*(6i~j) = 10 bibi, (Rj)*(bi~j) = bi@ bj, (Qj)*(Sibj) = (-l)dimb’~dimb’bjO bi. ThUS 
(Qj)*[bi; 631 = 0 and (Qj), is an epimorphism with kernel the subspace spanned by the 
elements [bi, 6,]. 
LEMMA (4.4). In dimensions < 3q - 4, ,y* : H,(R(X xX); F) + H,(sZ(X v X); F) is 
gicen by 
%*(bi 0 1) = bi 2 x*(1 0 bi) = tii, X*(bibi 0 1) = bib,, x*(1 ~ bibi) = 6itii) 
x*(bi 0 bj) = bil;j. 
Prqoj”. We represent x as the composite map 
Ril X Ril 
nxxcxl-- + sL(X VX) x R(X v x>:qx v X), 
where m is the loop-space multiplication inducing the Pontryagin product. Then it is plain 
thatbi@l+bi@l, lObi-rlO&i, bib, 0 1* bib, @ 1, 10 bib, + 10 6i6j> bi @ 
bj -+ bi @ Ej under (Ri, x RiJ*. 
The lemma follows immediately. 
LEMMA (4.5). 8*(bibj) = fz*[bj, T;i], so that t?* is an epimorphism in dimensions 
< 3q - 4. 
Proof. We first compute (R&(bibj). Now since RX is (q - 2)-connected and 
dim bib, < 3q - 4 it follows that dim bi < 2q - 3. Consider the commutative diagram 
I&@:; F) ----) H&,(X v X); F) 
CT I c I 
H,(X; F) “r, H,(X v X; F). 
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Then o(QPc)*bi = P*ai 9 where ai = ab, 
= a, + iii, 
= o(bi + 6,). 
Thus (C2p)*bi - (b + hi) belongs to the kernel of r~. But IJ is a monomorphism in dimen- 
sions < 2q - 3 so that 
(4.6) (Rp)*bi = bi + 6,) 
whence 
(4.7) (n~c)*(bibj) = bibj + t;ibj + bi6j + gi6j. 
NOW it follows from (3.7) and Lemma 4.4 that r,(bibj) = ~,(6,6,) = T*(bi6,) = 0. Thus 
8*(bibj) = T*(nc()*(b,bj) = S*(~ibj) = ~ r*Cbj, i;,]. 
It nowfollowsfrom(3.8)andLemma4.3 that 0, maps H,(IZX; F) onto H,(R(X b X); F). 
Moreover from Lemma 4.5 it then follows that to each b, there is a decomposable element 
ci such that O,b, = 8,ci and {bi - ci) is a basis for the kernel of 8,. Since CCi = 0 we may 
replace bi by bi - ci throughout the foregoing argument. Thus there is no real loss of 
generality in supposing that {bi} is itself a basis for the kernel of 0:. We now prove 
PROPOSITION (4.8). Let g : P --f RX be the jibre of’ 0. Then if X is (q - I)-connected, 
q > 1, g* maps H,(P; F) isomorphically onto ker 0, if i < 3q - 4 and maps H,,_JP; F) onto 
ker 8,. 
Proof. We have the fibration P: RX : Q(Xb X). Moreover RX is (q - 2)-con- 
netted and Q(Xb X) is (2q - 3)-connected. Thus P is (q - 2)-connected. Since q > 1, 
Q(Xb X) is l-connected so, in dimensions < 3q - 4, the spectral sequence of the fibration 
reduces to an exact sequence, 
--f Hi(P; F) : Hi&X; F) ~ Hi(n(X b X); F) --f . . . . 
But we have proved above (Lemma 4.5) that 0, is an epimorphism in these dimensions 
so the proposition follows. We now deduce 
COROLLARY (4.9). Let S: C P -+ X be adjoint to g. Then S* : H,(CP; F) + Hi(X; F) is 
an isomorphism if i < 3q - 3 and an epimorphism if i = 3q - 3. 
Proof: This follows immediately from Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.8. For ker 8, 
is the vector space V spanned by the elements {bi} and c maps V isomorphically onto 
H,(X; F). 
We may now complete the proof of Theorems A and B. To prove Theorem A we 
first assume q > 1 since the case q = 1 is trivial. We then observe that since X is l-con- 
nected and since the homology groups of X E 0, where %? is the class of finitely generated 
abelian groups, then the homology groups of RX and X b X also belong to %. But 
X b X is 2-connected so the homology groups of Q(X b X) E %‘, and 0(X b X) is l-connected. 
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Thus the homology groups of P E V and, finally, the homology groups of the map g E g, 
(4.10) Hi(9) o q, all i. 
Now Corollary 4.9 asserts that, for each 
(4.11) H,@; F) = 0, 
Then (4.10) and (4.11) allow us to infer that 
(4.12) HiG) = O9 
in other words, Corollary 4.9 in fact holds 
field F, 
i < 3q - 3. 
i<3q-3; 
with integer coefficients. Suppose now that 
dim X <3q - 3. Then Theorem 2.1 allows us to find a connected complex P, and a map 
L’: P, + P, such that, if u = Cv, 
(ljrr), : If*(CP,) E If*(X). 
It follows that gu is a homotopy equivalence; moreover gu is a homomorphism since .4 is a 
homomorphism and u is a suspension map. Thus Theorem A is completely proved. 
To prove Theorem B we again invoke Lemma 4.5 and the subsequent remarks. For, 
consider a homomorphism 4 : CA + ZB. We have the diagram 
A : RCA : SQA b CA) 
here k is the identification map and the square (homotopy-) commutes because 4 is a 
homomorphism. Now by Corollary 3.13 there is a map tj : .QXB/B -+ R(CB b EB) such that 
$k = 8. We may in this case (X= ZB) choose as generators of the algebra H,(RCB ;F) 
precisely the e,-images of a vector space basis for H,(B ; F). Then, in dimensions < 3q - 1, 
ker 0+ is precisely e,H,(B ; 6’) so that 
(4.13) II/* : H,(RCB/B; F) E Hi(Q(ZB b CB); F), i<3q-1. 
As before we may invoke the fact that all homology groups belong to the class % to deduce 
(4.14) Hi($) = 0, i < 3q - 1, 
whence, by the Hurewicz theorem, since the domain and range of Ic/ are l-connected, 
(4.15) ni(li/) = O, i<3q-1. 
Thus since dim A < 3q - 2 and tjk(Q4)e 1: 0(!&j)e N Q($ b 4)&z 2: 0, we infer that 
(4.16) k(!&$)e N 0 : A -+ Q.U?jB. 
We may now invoke Theorem 1’ off [5] to deduce the existence of a map ,! : A + 5 with 
e,l N (!@)e. But this last relation simply expresses the fact that 4 N CA and Theorem B 
is proved. 
t See footnote w on p. 83 of [5]. 
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Remarks. The restriction in Theorems A and B on spaces whose homology groups 
are finitely generated is probably not necessary. It arises in the proof from the fact that 
we compute with homology with a field of coefficients and wish then to pass to homology 
with integer coefficients. From (4.11) we may deduce, with no assumption offinite generation, 
that Hi(g) = 0, i < 3y - 4, and that H,,_,(g) is a group G such that G @F = 0 for any 
field F. Such a group is, for example, the Pri.ifer group Z,, . Thus we have to lose adimen- 
sion if we abandon the hypothesis of finite generation and use essentially the same proof 
of the modified versions of Theorems A and B. 
However, we cannot improve the dimensional restrictions on the space Xin Theorem A 
or the space A in Theorem B. For consider the generator c( of Z, in zi6(S3). Then u is a 
homomorphism S6 -+ S3 but not a suspension. Here A = S5, B = S2, q = 2, but dim A = 5 
whereas 3q - 2 = 4. Moreover S3uae7 is an H’-space but not a suspension [2]. Here, in 
the notation of Theorem A, q = 3, dim X = 7, whereas 3q - 3 = 6. 
$5. HOMOMORPHISMS AND THE HOPF INVARIANT 
In this paragraph we give a slightly different interpretation of Theorem B. Given an 
element c( E II(A,QCB), we may regard O,(U) E II(A, R(XB b CB)) as the Hopf invariant of CL 
This usage is consistent with that in [2]; that is to say, O,(a) is just the adjoint of the Hopf 
invariant, in the sense of [2], of the adjoint of LX Since in [2] we were already generalizing 
the Hopf invariant in the sense of Hopf, Whitehead or Hilton, the definition given above 
is again such a generalization, but carried further insofar as the domain of E, the adjoint 
of c(, is an arbitrary suspension rather than a Moore space. 
The function 0* is not, in general, a group-homomorphism, but becomes so if A is 
an H’-space. We do not impose this restriction on A but prove quite generally 
PROPOSITION (5.1). The Hopf invariant O,(CY) vanishes ifand only ifE is a homomorphism 
nlith respect to the suspension structures on CA, CB. 
ProoJi_ That O,(U) = 0 if E is a homomorphism 
For a = (RE)e and the square in (D) commutes if E is a 
= Be(RE b QE) = 0 since 6e = 0 (Corollary 3.13). 
Conversely suppose Ocr = 0. Now 0 = r(f$), so 
(Q!c)z = (Qi)GQ4r + ;c(Q)(Qp)u, 
= xQ(jL+ 
= XR(A)‘l. 
was demonstrated in diagram (D). 
homomorphism. Thus 8cc = B(RE)e 
s(Q)a = 0. But then 
by (3.6) 
Now and so 
= Q(E v E)(Qz, + Rlz)e, 
= Q(c( v Ei)ji. 
by naturality 
t In this proof we refer always to homotopy classes. 
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Taking adjoints, ud = (c1 v cC)p, so that Z is a homomorphism. 
Let us write H : ll(A, RCB) + lYII(A, Q(XB b CB)) for 8, and E : II(A, B).+ Il(A, RZB) 
for e, . Then Theorem B may be re-expressed in the following way: 
THEOREMS (5.2). If dim A < 3q - 2 and B is (q - 1)-connected with locally finitely 
generated homoIogy,t then the sequence 
is exact. 
II(A, B)e+ IT(A, S2ZB;- II@, Q(XB b CB)) 
COROLLARY (5.3). If in addition A is an X-space then EIl(A, B) is an abelian group. 
Remarks. The sequence of Theorem 5.2 is, of course, a generalization of an extract 
(but not an extract of a generalization!) of the EHP-sequence of G. W. Whitehead. The 
full sequence has been generalized by James, Toda, Moore, etc., and recently by Barcus [l]. 
All these generalizations retained spheres as domain spaces for II(A, B). It is possible by 
further analysis along the lines of Theorem 5.2 to prove Barratt’s theorem that if a E n,_ 1(S4), 
where q is even or the order of c( is a power of 2, then u is a suspension if and only if its 
Hilton-Hopf invariant vanishes. 
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t This condition is only required if dim A _ 3q _ 2. 
